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Lady Pirates headed to regional final in 100th victory

North Georgia Lady Saints' Cicely Taliafero, No. 1 5, attempts to score against the Lady Pirates at Armstrong Nov. 13 . The Lady Pirates w on 2-0, advancing Armstrong to the NCAA Divis ion II Southeast Region Final.

By Richard Tillman
Coaches, teammates and spectators all
described freshman goalie Maggie Carson's
shutout against the North Georgia Lady Saints
with one word: "phenomenal."
Nov. 13's Peach Belt Conference tournamentclinching victory over the Lady Saints came at
a high price as starting goalkeeper Meghan
Mayville tore her ACL in the final minutes.
In stepped the freshman who received limited
playing time throughout the season.
"She had been practicing hard all week
and had been phenomenal, so we were all
confident," said sophomore Andye Dawson.
"We've just been lifting her up all week. We
knew it was a big game, but we were all just
really excited for her."

Check inside
Anthropology Club 'adopts' monkey
Members of the Armstrong
Anthropology Club traveled
to Gainesville, Fla., Nov. 5 to
donate time and money to
Jungle Friends Primate
Sanctuary.
"We had a volunteer
day at Jungle Friends,"
said Anthropology Club
faculty adviser Barbara
Bruno. "We went down for
a day of community" service.
That's a nonprofit organization
that takes in rescues — they're only
new-world monkeys."

North Geprgia earned the berth to play
Armstrong by defeating Wingate 3-1 Nov. 11,
setting up a rematch of a 1-1 double-overtime
tie from just two weeks prior. The Lkdy Pirates
knew-a different outcome would be needed to
advance to the third round of the playoffs for
the second straight year.
Coach Eric Faulconer knew his team was in
for a battle but could come away with a victory.
He exhorted his players to "fee organized on
defense, opportunistic on offense and execute
their set pieces."
Dawson gave her team the lead with 20
minutes left in the first half on one such set
piece. Dawson slipped a free kick past the
diving Lady Saints goalie. The score remained
1-0 until there were 24 minutes left in the
second half. Dawson set up for a corner kick

and found a streaking Morgan Mitchell for the
header.
Those two goals would prove to be more than
enough as the "phenomenal" Carson deflected
shot after shot from the attacking Lady Saints.
"I told her just go out and make the routine
stops and let the team do the rest," Faulconer
said. "She didn't just do that. She made the
routine ones and several amazing ones."
North Georgia attempted a furious comeback
as the clock wound down but fell short as
Carson was a stone wall. The shutout seemed
to be lost with just over a minute left in the
game, but the apparent goal was called back
on an off-sides penalty on North Georgia. The
Lady Pirates' defense held from there giving
Carson the shutout victory in the first start of
her college career.
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When asked what it was like to make her first
start in the tournament, Carson smiled and
talked about the excitement but chose to focus
on her teammates rather than on her personal
achievement.
"Our team really has a lot of talent. Obviously
there are going to be nerves, but this is why we
train," Carson said. "Our team definitely has
good chemistry, .and that really lifted us up."
Faulconer had no problem praising Carson:
"To get a win and a shutout in her first collegiate
start like that is just phenomenal."
By shutting out the Lady Saints, the Lady
Pirates advanced to the NCAA Southeast
Region Final and will host Lenoir-Rhyne Nov.
18 at 11 a.m. This will be the first meeting
between the two teams this season.

Campus religious groups team
up for inter-faith food drive

Page 2
'Zombies' fight for hunger
A Spanky's cook walks out of his River Street
workplace to th row a way so me ga rbage an d
suddenly finds hi mself s urrounded b y h ungry
zombies. Hastily stepping back inside he
exclaims, "What is t his o ut he re, th e N ight o f
the Living D ead?"
Pdg6 6

Clarification:
In the Nov. 10 issue of The Inkwell, University
Police Department Officer Kelly Wood was
shown in a picture on page 1 booting a car.
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Donation boxes for the Baptist Collegiate Ministry and Wesley Foundation inter-faith food drive can be found around Campus through Dec. 2.

By Whitney Mattox
Two Armstrong student organizations are
reaching out to the community this holiday
season. The Baptist Collegiate Ministry and
the Wesley Foundation are working together
to host an inter-faith food drive, and they're
encouraging all Armstrong students to
participate.
"The purpose of the food drive for us as
religious organizations is to take an active
part in our faith and serve others, especially
those who are in need," said Melanie Allen,
the missions chairperson for the BCM. "The
holiday season presents a huge need for food
donations to food bank organizations."

Tony Branham, the campus minister for
BCM, was excited to see students wanting to
work together.
"It's important for ministries to work together
to help those in need, and I was excited that
the students I work with were wanting to work
with another ministry, as well as with the entire
campus," Branham said.
Wesley Foundation President Samantha Cain
hopes all students will participate, regardless of
religious affiliation.
"Most people want to help the needy during
the holiday season, but they don't know of
many outlets to do that. This food drive gives
students, regardless of religious affiliation, a
way to give back to their community," Cain said.

b
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"Our over-arching goal is to mobilize students
to help their community, especially during this
time where the need seems to be greater."
Allen seconds that sentiment. "We wanted
to encourage the whole campus to get involved
and care about our community, regardless of
their religious affiliation," she said. "We don't
think religious affiliation should matter when
helping the needy."
Branham notes it's often difficult for students
to become involved in their community.
"We have students in our ministry who are
busy with jobs and classes, as well as students
who aren't originally from Savannah," he said.
"A food drive like this gives students the chance
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Community spotlight:

Savannah'Bee Company creates buzz about honey Voices
By Madeline Stacy
Ted
Dennard
founded
Savannah Bee Company in
2002. Since then, the company
has done nothing but move
forward in business and
product development.
Dennard began selling his
honey in 1999, keeping his bees
on the roof of his house while
he bottled the honey in the
kitchen. As his business grew,
Dennard needed more space,
and expanded to Oatland
Island Wildlife Refuge where
he occupied a warehouse that
once served as a classroom.
To cover his rent at Oatland
Island, Dennard paid in honey.
As his brand began to
grow, local stores became
interested in carrying his
product. Eventually, Dennard
opened four retail stores in
the Savannah area. Three
years ago, Dennard opened
the first
Savannah
Bee
Company store on Broughton
Street downtown. Business
expanded,
and
Dennard
opened up his Wilmington
Island location, the River
Street location opened soon
after. The newest location is in
Charleston, S.C.
Attached to the Wilmington
Island showroom is a 40,000-

Buzzin'bees
Savannah Bee Company locations:
Wilmington Island
211 Johnny Mercer Blvd.

Downtown Savannah
104 West Broad St.

River Street
1 West River St.

All locations offer samples of their products, and additional information
on where their products come from.
Find recipes and other ways to use honey at savannahbee.com.

foot warehouse where bottling
takes place. Also located at the
Wilmington Island location
are 14 hives from which
Dennard harvests some of the
honey he sells.
Hannah Fischer, a two-year
Savannah Bee employee said
demand for the company's
honey isn't just local anymore.
"Our products are in literally
tons of retail stores — W hole
Foods, Neiman Marcus, New
York Botanical Gardens," she
said.
The honey is not only
harvested
locally,
said
employee Bert Parrish, "We get
honey from all over the world.
California, Idaho, all over the
Southeast, and even Italy."
Aside from the standard use
of honey as a natural sweetener,
honey has other benefits most
people are not aware of.
"Honey has every single
vitamin except. for Vitamin
D, so it's really good for your
immune system and just
your general body function,"
Fischer said. "Tons and tons of
amino acids and antioxidants
that are good for your skin and
organs."
Some
honey-lovers
eat
honey with every meal. Fischer
adds, "Honey has tons and
tons of digestive enzymes."
Parrish begins his day with

honey: "it will give you an "What is your least favorite
energy boost that will keep you Thanksgiving dish?"
at an even keel all day." Parrish
enjoys the energy boost
honey provides without the
crash afterwards that coffee
sometimes causes.
Honey is great to bake with,
and easily takes the place of
sugar. Honey is also great for
skin care.
"You can actually even put
honey on your skin topically,"
Fischer said. "I wash my face "French onion casserole because it's
with honey. If you get a burn gross."
Epiphany Golston,
or a cut, put some honey on it."
nursing,
Honey can
also
help
junior
prevent scarring and wrinkles.
Savannah Bee sells several skin
care products, which they are
proud to say are all natural.
Savannah Bee also does
work for endangered species.
"We send our beeswax to
Jekyll Island to help the sea
turtles," Fischer said. The wax
is used to fill in the cracks and
holes that sea turtles get from
being hit by boats. One line of
honey for sale in the Savannah
Bee's showrooms allocates a
portion of every sale to be "I don't like that canned cranberry
donated to the sea turtles on sauce. It's nasty."
Tara Stevens,
Jekyll.
rehabilitation
science,
Dennard created a brand that
brings significant attention
sophomore
to Savannah by developing a
reliable product line.

Revamped Armstrong NAACP awarded
By Carmen Singleton
In September, Armstrong's
NAACP chapter won their first
Best New College Unit Award
at the NAACP Georgia Youth &
College Division Conference in
Atlanta.
The award is for outstanding
collegiate achievement as a
newly reactivated organization in
Georgia.
Though Armstrong has always
had an NAACP chapter, the
group was inactive. Dominique
Hardy, the chapter's president,
said the inactivity was due to
inconsistency, and the group
needed at least 25 paying
members.
Over the summer, Hardy
reactivated the group and created
the theme: "It's not about color. It's

about equality. Hear our silent cry''
Hardy said, "Without a vision,
how do people know which
direction to focus in on?"
After the theme was created,
Hardy appointed chairs and cochairs to form 12 committees.
She then created an advisement
team.
Senior and Juvenile Justice
Chairman Jamall Wynn said
he joined the organization after
conversations with Hardy.
"During these conversations,
Hardy motivated me to get
involved with NAACK' Wynn
said. "I would grow to love th is
decision because of the many
events and initiatives that I'm
blessed to be a part of!'
Junior
and
Membership
Chairwoman Arnia Lee said
Hardy also came to her.

"[NAACP] has always been a
passion of mine. I was involved
in NAACP throughout grade
school," Lee said.
Once the committees and team
were established, the organization
began recruiting members by
hosting membership drives and
fundraisers.
Hardy said when fall began
they had enough members to
start paying dues. And by the
first m eeting, 70 people were in
attendance.
Hardy said they did not hear
about the award until the week
before the conference. She said
Justin Bryant, NAACP Georgia
Youth and College Division
president, said the organization
should enter the contest.
After that moment, Hardy
filled out an application and

submitted pictures. The winners
were announced at the conference
during the award dinner.
Lee said wining the award
represents how hard the
organization has worked.
"All the stuff" we went through.
All of our dedication since we are
newly reactivated; we had to start
all over again, from the ground
up. It puts Armstrong on the
map," Lee said.
Wynn also said the award was
an accumulation of a l ot of hard
work
"It was nice to know that the
work we were doing was not
going unnoticed and that it was
worthy of such merit," Wynn said.
Lee said they will not enter,the
same contest in future because
they won't be the newest. Instead,
they hope to enter a similar

contest.
Wynn said the goal of
Armstrong's NAACP is to unite
people of all races and creeds
and to give them opportunities to
improve their own communities.
Armstrong's NAACP meets
every second and fourth
Wednesday of every month from
noon to 1:15 p.m. in Ballroom A
of the Student Union.
The organization will also host
a clothing drive in front of the
Galley Nov. 16 to Dec. 15 from
noon to 2 p.m. Clothes will be
donated to Seasons of Goodness,
a nonprofit organization that
helps abused women and
children.

The organization also informs
the public about the dangers of
Members of the Armstrong the ever-growing wild and exotic
Anthropology Club traveled to animal trade and the inhumane
Gainesville, Fla., Nov. 5 to donate treatment some domesticated
time and money to Jungle Friends monkeys have to endure, as
owners attempt to make them
Primate Sanctuary.
"Wehadavolunteerdayat Jungle pets.
"Monkeys don't make good
Friends," said' Anthropology
pets.
They have very large teeth,
Club faculty adviser Barbara
and
they're
very strong. Even the
Bruno. "We went down for a day
smaller,
new-world
monkeys are
of community service. That's a
very
strong,"
Bruno
said. "They
nonprofit organization that takes
don't
make
good
pets
because
in rescues — they're only newthey
tend
to
get
more
aggressive
world monkeys. One of the most
interesting things about Jungle as they get older, and they have
Friends was learning about where those big teeth. And they tear
things up, but nevertheless, they
all these primates came from."
seem
like they would make a fun
The nonprofit Jungle Friends
pet."
provides a permanent sanctuary
The club held a monkeyfor circus monkeys, as well as
themed
bake sale Oct. 13 to
endangered
monkeys from
raise
money
for Jungle Friends.
research facilities and owners
Members
raised
$130 for the
who discarded their "pets."
monkeys.
After
learning
they
They provide for each primate's
could
sponsor
a
primate
for
$50,
needs, supply rehabilitation, and
socialize the monkeys with their the club members decided to
"adopt" two monkeys and donate
own kind.
"Our guide was telling us that the remaining $30 to Jungle
research monkeys often times five Friends.
"We were selling banana-nut
in small cages, and they'reisolated
bread,
bananas, monkey bread,
from other monkeys. They never
cheese
cake,
so things that were
see other monkeys," Bruno said.
kind
of
monkey-oriented,"
said
"Most of them are euthanized,
Jennifer
Nusbaum,
president
of
but occasionally one of them
the
Anthropology
Club.
will come to Jungle Friends. She
The
Anthropology
club
was saying that when they see
adopted
a
20-year-old
brown
other monkeys they're so freaked
out. They're very antisocial capuchin named Puchi and a
because they never developed black-handed spider monkey
named Mike.
socialization skills."

Amanda Patton,
criminal justice,
freshman

For more information visit
facebookcom/groups/naacp.aasu.

Anthropology club 'adopts' monkeys
By Brittany Cook

"Anything that's not turkey."

"it's probably pumpkin pie. Everyone
offers to make pumpkin pie, and it
just has too much pumpkin in it."

their time as well.,While some
of these humanitarians cleaned
James Lynch
and decorated the habitats, others
Armstrong Dining,
made peanut-butter sandwiches
executive chef
— a favorite among the residents
— for the monkeys.
"We spent the day doing
various things. Some of us cleaned
the monkey poop, cleaning the
monkey cages, which was fun.
Actually, it was a lot fun," Brun o
said. "We learned that monkeys
like peanut-butter sandwiches,
and soone of the people who went
ended up making over a hundred
peanut-butter sandwiches for
the monkeys. Some volunteers "It's a dish called ambrosia. It's a
Courtesy of the Armstrong Anthropology Club
put
up playground equipment, dessert made with oranges and
Sixteen-year-old Mike lives with five other primates in the "Thunder
recreational equipment for the coconut, and I'm not a coconut fan.
Dome," the largest habitat at Jungle Friends Primate Sanctuary in
Gainsville, Fla., after a hurricane de stroyed his home.
monkeys. So it was really a fun So I can't eat it."
"We actually got to meet the organization responsible for him- day, although it was a lot of hard
Ben McCrary
monkeys we adopted, and one lost their funding. Police fou nd work"
Armstrong Dining,
of them'is a one-eyed monkey Puchi, who had visible hair
The group volunteered from
cook
— Puchi, the one-eyed monkey loss, few teeth and respiratory 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and received a
— and he looks like a pirate so. problems, wandering the streets vegan lunch,for their hard work
He's old and kind of beaten up. • of Chicago.
This monkey haven currently
You know, he looks like he's had
"He was in a fire, so he lost a lot houses 120 capuchins, marmosets,
a pretty hard life," Bruno said. of his hair. An d finally, when he tamarins and spider monkeys,
"But it was really nice to actually was taken to the sanctuary,he was with more on a waiting list. The
adopt the monkeys because we in such poor health that he ended Anthropology Club plans to do
actually did get to meet them. It up losing the lens in his eye and, some additional fundraising for
personalizes it for us."
therefore, ended up losing his eye Jungle Friends and return to the
The then-11-year-old Mike altogether," Nusbaum said. "So habitat Feb. 4 to volunteer again.
came to the sanctuary in 2006 Puchi only has oneeye. He doesn't
"We want to continue donating
with his diabetic sister, Molly, have a lot of hair, but he's a very money to make sine that they
after their owner neglected the sweet monkey?'
have a good life, but not only "Gravy because I don't like it.'
Eight club members and the them," Nusbaum said. "With
two monkeys when another
hurricane blew through their club's adviser used the money every $50 that a person donates
Matthew Frost,
they collected on Celebrate to adopt a monkey, that helps
habitat in South Florida.
criminal justice,
Jungle Friends received P uchi Armstrong Day to pay for gas that monkey, but it also helps the
sophomore
in 2004 after the zoological to travel t o Florida to volunteer sanctuary as a whole."
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Voters should consider candidates' positions, not parties
America's two-party system demands
research on every candidate

By Phil

Parham

One of the biggest problems
with our political system is
the lack of choice. Historically,
our political scene has been
dominated by two parties. This
is a stark contrast to many other
democracies where the voters
can choose a representative
from a multiple party ballot.
The problem with a two party,
system is that the two parties
must encompass the political
ideology of the entire political
spectrum. This leaves the
•voters, who may have a broad
range of political ideologies,
left with the choice of voting
either Democrat or Republican.
Because the two parties must
represent the "entire political
spectrum, they are forced to
do so inadequately. Not every
candidate holds the same views
as those that vote for them.
Some candidates' views are
further away from the political
center than others, even though
they may be members of the
same political party.
I have always been a
political centrist. The center
of the political spectrum is
the overlapping point of the
two parties, not only because

centrists represent the majority
of the voting population, but
also because if either ' party
failed to incorporate the centrist
views, they would risk political
isolation.
Thus, centrists will often find
themselves having to decide
between candidates based on
each candidates qualifications
and political agendas rather
than simply voting along a
particular party line.
It would be nice to see our
political culture change and
offer more parties that would
more accurately reflect the
political ideologies of the
numerous political subcultures.
However, when a smaller or
more focused party arrives on
the political scene, their lack
of funding or narrow political
agenda will often force them to
be absorbed by one of the two
major parties.
I come from an extrefnely
conservative background, and
I still hold many traditionally
conservative
beliefs
and
values. But at the same time, I
also understand the counter
arguments to many of my views.
I have voted for Republicans

and for Democrats, mostly
because I realize that just
because a candidate runs on a
specific ticket, it does not mean
that we hold the same political
ideology. Once again, the twoparty system must encompass
every political view — from

socialism to fascism — those
being the bookends of the
political spectrum.
• Also, many of my political
views are beliefs that are held
on both sides of the political
aisle. For example, I believe that
it is not the role of t he Federal

Government to be Americas
moral compass. This is a
traditionally leftist view, and yet
if you were to discuss the issue
with a Libertarian, found on
the right side of center, they
would likely agree, being that
they push for less government

intervention.
My point is this: only by
first discovering your personal
political ideology and then
researching each candidate so
that your vote advances your
political views can you make
the most out of your political
voice.
With the primaries ,to next
year's elections in full swing, the
perfect opportunity to research
each candidate is before us. I
would encourage everyone to
watch debates for both parties.
Only then can we make an
informed decision when it
comes time to cast our votes.
I personally don't care who
you vote for — as long as you
have a reason forvoting that way.
We must get away from voting
for a specific party because our
parents voted for that party.
Only through research and
personal conviction will we be
able to continue to improve the
democracy under which we live.
Columnist Phil Parham is a law
and society major at Armstrong.
His views do not necessarily
reflect those of The Inkwell's
editorial board.

Talk back to us: your opinions
Slothful students play at life
By Sinjin Hilaski
"The slums may be the
breeding ground of crime and
poverty, but it is the suburbs
that are the incubators of
apathy and delirium."
-Cyril Connolly
Suburbia is so far removed
frqm violent crimes and
overwhelming poverty that it
fails to witness its devastating
effects, unless they are force
fed via six o'clock news story.
At this point, the viewers
will take a brief break from
their meals to say, "Oh, that
is horrible, and someone
should fix that problem," and
once again commence eating
from the plate of apathy and
ignoring the plight that many
go through.
The indifference displayed
by suburbia and college youth
is the same indifference that
is preventing us as a society
from advancing and possibly
alleviating, if not solving, the
social dilemmas that plague
us.
With that said how does the
indifference murdering our
society come about? In the
words of Nino Brown: "Let's
kick the ballistics." The suburbs
and middle-class communities
are supposed to be the breeding
grounds for our soon-to-be
upper echelon of society. This
includes, but is not limited to,
the future politicians, lawyers
and doctors.

Yet for all this potential,
very little is done by our
former suburbanites to stop
the ever-present leak that is
corrupting society's Olympicsized pool of problems. As
our new, politicians, lawyers
and doctors grow so do
their yearly incomes. They
soon begin accumulating
a multitude of wealth, but
what is done with this fiscal
' blessing? Well the answer
is a sad one: we subscribe
ourselves to keep playing the
role of the mindless consumer,
spending massive amounts
on a whim, but continuing
to complain when we have to
pay taxes on our earnings to
fund our government. I must
wonder whatever happened to
philanthropy.
Andrew
Carnegie
monopolized
the
steel
industry, holding more money
than many of us will see in
our lifetime, yet it was he
who authored "The Gospel of
Wealth" and began preaching
to his equal elitist peers to
start practicing philanthropy.
Leading by example, Carnegie
is said to have given away
about 90 percent of his wealth.Carnegie was firmly against
the idea of frivolous spending,
but instead held the idea that
after one can live comfortably,
they should begin using their
wealth to help provide relief to
society and aid in its progress.
Now, I am not asking people
to give away wealth because

we have seen how the topic
of redistribution of .wealth
develops into an argument
accomplishing
nothing.
Instead, I make a plea to all
classes and college youth
— we must begin being the
change we wish to see within
the world.
Leave behind the days of
whining, for it has never
solved anything, but instead
begin taking an active role
within your community. Start
attending local government
meetings to stay informed
and voice your opinion,
participate with communitybased
organizations.
Although small, it is these
baby steps en route to a better
society that will allow us to
start making strides toward
the world we all desire. We
must not squander our youth
simply spending on whims
and resigning ourselves to let
others make future decisions
for us. Do not allow this false
independence to lull you into
a life of indifference. Many
youths today are playing "life"
while others here and around
the world are taking an active
role and living. It is time we
joined them.

Sinjin Hilaski is a junior in the
English program. He previously
has been involved with various
activist causes including the
Pood Not Bombs movement and
the Free the Slaves organization.

Letter to the editor:

America the Great

In response to "Overcoming
American ignorance and
arrogance," as far as the joke
about Americans speaking
only one language, that is
because you only need one
language to succeed in this
country. If you visit any other
country they only speak their
native language. I am half
Italian and my grandfather did
not keep the language in the
family because to assimilate
into a country you learn the
language of that country to
succeed in your life.
Secondly, it isn't possible to
call American exceptionalism
a myth. Just look around
you. We are better than any
other country on Earth. You
pledge your allegiance to this
exceptional country because
you mean it and are willing to
defend it if necessary. You d o

sound like every governmenteducated citizen of this
exceptional nation. You have
been indoctrinated into the
liberal belief that America
owes the rest of the world
something because we are
better.
Yes, we do expect other
countries to adapt, if not for
any other reason than we
are America. Because, when
America is strong, the rest
of the world is good, but if
America gets weak such as
now, the rest of the world
suffers. We do go into other
countries with our military to
help them, and mostly only if
it affects our national security.
We don't go into business that
isn't ours.
Every country has its rough
spots throughout its lifetime,
so to point out America's is

irrelevant. The point is that
we have gotten past those
times and learned from them.
As far as our government,
yes, it isn't at its best right
now. We have let liberal
leftists (aka communists) into
public office, and they have
strayed from the conservative
ideals this great country was
founded on: "Citizens, by
birth or. choice, of a common
country, that country has
a right to concentrate your
affections. The name of
American, which belongs to
you in your national capacity,
must always exalt the just
pride of patriotism more than
any appellation derived from
local discriminations," —
George Washington.
Anthony Ravita
Sophomore
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SEC roundup
>

Last week's college football highlights, fumbles
By Scott Tanner

Tennessee-7
#8 Arkansas-49
The Arkansas Razorbacks
brought their winning streak to
six games and improved their
overall record to 9-1 in the rout
of the Tennessee Volunteers.
Junior Tyler Wilson led the
Razorbacks with 224 passing

w
mmni

Kentucky-8
Vanderbilt-38

I The
game
.between
the
Kentucky
Wildcats
and
Vanderbilt
Commodores
marked the first time two
black coaches, Joker Phillips
and James Franklin, have
faced off in an SEC game.
Other than that, this game was
irrelevant to anyone except
college football junkies and

yards, while Dennis Johnson
added 140 total yards and two
touchdowns in the win.
Tennessee's troubles continue
as they drop to 4-6, needing a
win over Vanderbilt or Kentucky
to become bowl eligible. •
The Razorbacks still have
a chance of playing the SEC
championship
game,
but
Alabama and LSU must lose.
Fortunately,
Arkansas
will
play the defending national
champions Nov. 25th.

#20 Auburn-7
|#15 Georgia-45

yards, while freshmen Isaiah
Western Kentucky-9
Crowell and Malcolm Mitchell
#1 LSU-42
The Georgia added a touchdown each.
The
Western
The
Bulldogs
defense
Bulldogs have
Centucky Hilltoppers
reeled off eight straight wins held Tiger — or War Eagle,
,,extensive blitzing wasn't
with the defeat of the Auburn depending on what mascot
enough to overcome the No.
you want to choose — offe nse
Tigers.
1 ranked LSU Tigers. Still
The Bulldogs started this to just 195 total yards.
hung over from "The Game
While the Bulldogs have a
season with disappointing,
of the Century," the Tigers
losses to Boise State and South shot at playing in a relevant
struggled early but rallied to
Carolina but have since rallied bowl game, the Tigers will
win big.
to be arguably one of the top likely play in one of the
In his first start since the
empty seat bowl games at the
teams in the nation.
barroom-brawl
incident,
Aaron Murray threw for 224 beginning of December.

Loui!
Louisiana
Tech-27
l||jk Ole Miss-7
I

maybe their fans.
Zac Stacy rushed for 135
yards and three touchdowns,
while quarterback Jordan
Rogers threw for 207 yards in
Vanderbilt's second SEC win of
the season.
Kentucky's struggles will
continue as they face Georgia
and Tennessee in the last
two games. Luckily for the
wildcat faithful, there is always
basketball.

Houston
• Nutt
announced
his intentions to resign as the
head coach of Ole Miss at the
end of the year, and no one
can blame him. The Ole Miss
Rebels are the embarrassment
of the SEC. Sure they are in
the toughest division with
some of the toughest teams

in the country, but that is no
reason to lose to Louisiana
Tech.
The Rebels led early, but
the Bulldogs profited from
the Rebels three turnovers
and two missed field goals to
fly past the struggling team.
Ole Miss drops to 2-8
overall and 0-6 in the SEC.
The new coach will have a
daunting task ahead of him.

m

#3 Alabama-24
Mississippi
State-7

The Alabama
Crimson Tide
rolled
the
Mississippi State Bulldogs to
improve their overall record to
9-1.
The Tide, suffering from the
same "Game of the Century"
hangover as LSU, started off
slow but pushed through behind

Jordan Jefferson received the
prestigious starting spot for
the Tigers over Jarrett Lee.
Jefferson threw for 168 yards
and tacked on an additional
20 rushing yards.
The LSU Tigers must beat
a horrible Ole Miss team
and the streaking Arkansas
Razorbacks to play for the
SEC Championship — n ot an
easy task by any stretch of the
imagination.

the pads of running back Trent #
Richardson with a 153 total
yards. AJ McCarron added 163
yards in the air.
The Bulldogs were held to just
131 total yards and will need
a similar remedy as Ole Miss
to cure the pain in the Golden
Triangle.
The Tide must rely on
Arkansas to beat LSU to have
a chance to play in the SEC
championship.
All logos courtesy MCT

Florida-12
K^^^BsouthCarolina-17
The Gamecocks
remain in contention
to play in the SEC
championship with the win over
the struggling Florida Gators.
The Gamecocks are relying
on Georgia to lose to Kentucky, a
scenario that will not likely come
to fruition. Connor Shaw has been
excellent — although not brilliant
—since he took over for the alleged
party boyStephen Garcia.
Brandon Wilds, who became the
Gamecocks No. 1 running back
after the season-ending injury to
Marcus Lattimore — arguably best
running back in the SEC — rushed
for 120 yards giving the worldrenowned, visor-throwing Steve
Spurrier revenge over his alma
mater.
Spurrier led the Gamecocks to
victories over Georgia, Tennessee
and Florida this season —
something that was previously
unimagined.
The Gators fall to 5-5 for the
season and must win at least one
of their remaining two games to
become bowl eligible.

Team

SEC

Pet.

Georgia
South Carolina
Florida
Vanderbilt
Kentucky
Tennessee

6-1
6-2
3-5
2-5
1- 5
0-6

.857
.750
.375
.286
.167
.000

8-2
8-2
5-5
5-5
4-6
4-6

.800
.800
.500
.500
.400
.400

LSU
Alabama
Arkansas
Auburn
Mississippi St.
Ole Miss

6-0
6-1
5-1
4-3
1- 5
0-6

1
.857
.833
.571
.167
.000

10 - 0
9-1
9-1
6-4
5-5
2-8

1
.900
.900
.600
.500
.200
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Athletic calender
Follow the Pirates

Sports recap
Men's basketball:

Men's basketball:

Nov. 22 vs. Coastal Georgia

7:30 p.m.

vs. Young H arris
vs. Anderson S.C.

Nov. 15 at Wingate

W, 82-74

Women's basketball:

Women's basketball:

Nov. 18
Nov. 19

7 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

Nov. 11 vs. Bluefield
Nov. 14 vs. Converse

W, 84-65
W, 67-43

Women's soccer:
Volleyball:

Nov. 18

vs.Tusculum at Wingate

Nov. 13 vs. North Georgia
12 p.m.

W,2-0

Volleyball:
Women's soccer:

Nov. 18

vs. Lenoir-Rhyne

Pet.

TBA

Nov. 11 vs. Lander at Augusta
Nov. 12 at Augusta St.
Nov. 13 vs. Flagler

W,3-0
W, 3-0
L, 3-1

Sports

Armstrong tennis champ recognized as
finalist for NCAA Woman of the Year
By Cassie McMains

^T,r.ArmStr0n9 tennis player Alida Muller-Wehlau wa s a finalist for the 2011
NCAA Woman of the Year.

Muller-Wehlau's momentum,
on and off the court, carried until
Lady Pirates tennis player Alida she graduated with an economics
Muller-Wehlau received the degree in May.
NCAA Woman of the Year award
Sophomore year, she became
as a top-30 finalist. She is the nationally top-ranked in DII
first nominee from Armstrong, doubles, leading Armstrongs
as well a s from the Peach Belt Lady Pirates to a second year of
Conference.
NCAA DII championship glory
Originally from Hamburg, and to theteam's third consecutive
Germany, Muller-Wehlau first
triumph at the NCAA DII 2010
attended Armstrong in 2008 o n Championship.
an athletic scholarship.
"Reaching the goal the whole
"Alida came to Armstrong at a team worked towards was the
time we were very positive about greatest feeling, and I still get
the future of the program. She emotional when I think back
was recommended to me strongly to those good times," Mullerby former player Caroline Grage," Wehlau said in anemail.
said head tennis coach Simon
A role model to her teammates
Earnshaw. "Therefore I was and friends, Muller-Wehlau's
confident about her ability to determination
and
selfcontribute immediately"
motivation moves those she
Quick in getting her feet meets.
wet, Muller-Wehlau attended
"Alida reinforced many values
the NCAA DII Championship that we em phasize in the tennis
in 2008. She left with the PBC program, and without doubt, her
Freshman of the Year award.
quality in these areas provided a

Bizarre day highlights Penn
State's past, present, future
By Frank Fitzpatrick
The Philadelphia Inquirer
(MCT)

years and 714games on the Nittany
Lions staf f, Paterno had to watch
the game on TV although where
exactly was unclear as of Sa turday
night. The former coach was
not home during the afternoon,
returning later in the evening.
While he may have been
absent in body, Paterno was still
a significant presence, hardly a
surprise since until Saturday hed
been associated with every Penn
State game since 1949.
The peaceful passage of the
afternoon came as a relief for
university administrators, who
despite calls for its cancellation
from various corners including

catalyst to new players of what
was and is possible," Earnshaw
said.
NCAA Woman of the Year is a
title awarded to collegiate women
who not only excell in athletics
but in academics and community
service. Muller-Wehlau attended
the Woman of the Year dinner
in Indianapolis' on Oct. 16,
alongside Armstrong President
Linda Bleicken, Director of
Athletics Lisa Swean y, and PBC
Commissioner David Brunk.
Muller-Wehlau parti cipated in
community service organizations
such as Make-A-Wish foundation
and America's Second Harvest
of Coastal Georgia. She was a
regular volunteer on campus
and helped fellow student s as a
German tutor.
"More than anything, this
recognition speaks more of Alida
as a person and a student than as
an athlete," Earnshaw said. "Of
course her success o n the court
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was a contributing factor, and
she was the one consistent thread
for the most successful era in the
women's tennis program history?'
"She worked very hard during
on- and off-seasons, and this is
why in her last year she could
pull out some amazing individual
wins," said teammate and
former biology major Martina
Beckmann.
Muller-Wehlau finished
hei
athletic career at Armstrong with
a 130-21 overall singles and 15619 overall doubles record. She
was awarded 2010-2011 AASU
Female Student Athlete of the
Year, as well as PBC Player of the
Year 2011.
Back in Hamburg, she is
pursuing a master's degree in
global logistics at Kuhne Logistics
University.
"I still play team matches for
my tennis club in Hamburg, as
well as a club in Copenhagen,
Denmark," Muller-Wehlau said.

Lady Pirates earn
victory over Bluefield

in the tailgate lots, in the casual
pregame parade of fans around the
stadium's rim and in the raucous
reception the Nittany Lions
received w hen they disembarked
from their four blue school buses
land a half hours before the noon
game.
When the lead bus turned
the corner on Curtin Avenue at
10:22 a.m., the thick crowd of fans
flanking the entrance and those
lining stadium balconies above
burst into a loud and sustained
ovation.
"I've been to a lot of these and
this crowd is about twice as big
as any other one Eve seen," said

State players left the field, 23 seniors
for the last time, fans stood and
silently applauded as the Nittany
Lions disappeared into the dark
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. — The
tunnel behind the south end zone.
day most Penn Staters hoped
That's not to suggest that
would never come arrived with a
everyone in attendance was
tragic twist they could never have
content
imagined.
Some held signs suggesting
On a sparklingautumn Saturday
the fans ought to be paying more
that temporarily pierced Happy
attention to child sexual abuse
Valley's ongoing darkness, the
issues than football. A plane flew
post-Joe Paterno era dawned with
overhead trailing a banner that
a 17-14 loss to Nebraska before
read, "Pray for the kids, not the
a surprisingly calm and upbeat
cowards and liars."
sellout crowd at Beaver S tadium
Athletic director Tim Curley
Nov. 12.
and university vice president Gary
The bizarre, difficult da1
Schultz were indicted in what
prosecutors allege was an effort
to cover up Sandusky's behavior.
Patemo and absent assistant Mike
McQueary have drawn criticism
for not reporting the rape of a
10-year-old boy to police.
Bradley
said
he
called
McQueary, on administrative leave
and a principal figure in the charges
against Sandusky, before the game,
but that his cellphone cut out
midway through their discussion.
If the fans did have a villain, it
was the Board ofTrustees.
"My support for this university
has ended" said Willis Herr of
Lancaster, Pa., a Penn State grad
who wore a bright blue frig ht wig.
"I've been a football season-tick et
holder since 1971 and Eve got
basketball tickets in the first row.
Nabil K. Mark/Centre Daily Times/MCT
But 1'm done. My wife wouldn't
Tom Bradley of Penn State hugs Jay Paterno before the game. The Nebraska Cornhuskers defeated the Penn
even come to the game today she
State Nittany Lions, 17-14, at Beaver Stadium in S tate College, Pa., Nov. 12.
was so angry.
highlighted
this
beleaguered child-protection groups, fans and Smarsh.
"The man gave 61 years to this
Patemo's usual seat in that first university and they fired him by
program's glorious past, gloomy alumni decided the game ought to
bus — front row, passenger side telephone?"
present and uncertain future. It be played.
"I believe," said acting Penn State — was left empty, an homage to
was tinged with nostalgia, emotion
Curiously, afterward, there was
and the same mix of disillusion president Rod Erickson, "that the the coach who led the Lions to two considerable talk among players
national titles and won 409 games about a series of letters to and from
and disbelief that has beset P enn right decision was made."
The
two
great
fears
—
that
in an honors-filled 46-year career.
State nation since news of the child
Patemo and alumni that were
Interim coach Tom Bradley also written and received in the last few
sexual abuse scandal landed like a lingering resentment over Patemo's
decided not to run onto the field chaotic days.
meteor on Central Pennsylvania a firing might lead to violence as it
had with Wednesday's student riot, ahead of his players as Patemo
Patemo wrote briefly to theteam
week ago.
"It's really strange here today" or that angry fans might boycott always did. His players changed on Thursday. It was read just after
their entrance routine too, walking another encouraging note from a
Dan Smarsh, a 20-year season- the game — went unrealized.
Not long after the day dawned out slowly, silently, arm-in-arm.
group of Penn State football alums
ticket holder from Elmira, N.Y.,
"I'm really proud of these kid s," called the Letterman's Club.
said before the game. We all knew clear and crisp, state troopers on
"They both just urged us to keep
Joe was going to leave one day. But horseback and additional police said Bradley. "They didn't quit"
If there were any lingering fighting, to play ha rd and make
who would ever have thought it and security re-enforcements
began roaming the stadium anger once the big crowd entered, Penn State proud," said lineman
would be like this? Its shocking.
Without an opportunity to say area, fearful of what might be the it seemed to dissipate in moving Devon Still.
Jay Patemo, meanwhile, said he
goodbye to Paterno, who hours next unpleasant surprise in an pregame ceremonies.
Players from Penn State and felt moved to compose a letter to
after announcing hed resign unimaginable Happy Valley week.
It never came.
Nebraska, plus a hundredor so PSU his father, delive red it to him but
following this season was fired
"I can't tell you how proud and football alums, gathered at midfielcl asked him not to open it untilafter
late Wednesday via a phone call,
the big crowd still fo und several pleased I am, especially with the for a pregame prayer. That prayer the game.
students and athletes and the was led by Nebraska assistant Ron
"This has been an emotional
opportunities to cheer him.
Seemingly unconcerned with character and class they displayed,"' Brown, who coincidentafly is a couple of days for us," s aid a redgraduate of Patemo's alma mater, eyed Patemo, who was circumspect
the ambiguities that remain about Erickson told reporters.
Though some were able to buy
Brown.
in his postgame remarks. "I know I
the coach's role in an alleged coverThat followed a solemn moment didn't sleep at all on Wednesday
up, the 107,903 fans erupted into last-minute tickets at or below
face value, the game was a sellou t. of silence for victims of child abuse. night"
occasional chants of JOE PA-TER
Patemo, out of the coaches'
NO" and "JOE-PA", and whenever The majority of fens wore blue, as Fans and both teams t hen stood
a halftone video display showed a student leaders and school officials and, with a fervor and volume that box and on the sideline t o aid a
glimpse ofhim, theycheered wildly. had urged, to help raise aw areness intensified with each note, sang scandal-depleted coaching staff,
the school's alma mater. Ironically, wore one of his father's familiar
Before th e game, fans lined up about child abuse.
Far
from
violent,
the
gathering
given
the weeks sordid news, it windbreakers. In fact, it was the one
to pose for pregame photos wi I
seemed
remarkably
serene
given
contained
these lines:
the elder Paterno ha d worn when
the bronze statue of the coach.
"When we stood at childhood's he surpassed Bear Bryant on the
Thousands morewore blue T-shirts the nonstop diet of bad news they'd
gate
all-time coaching victory list
that contained such supportive been ted the previous week
"I
felt
that
maybe
today
the
"Shapeless in the handsof fate
"I didn't even realize that," his
messages as "Don't Blame Joe, ro,
healing
process
has
started
to
"Thou
didst
mold
us,
Dear
old
son
said, "I just grabbed it out of the
and "Coach Paterno, Only One
begin," said Erickson.
State"
closet."
Thing: Thank You.'
That mellow mood was eviden t
And when the defeated Penn
A private citizen again after 61

PhotoFy Vincent Haines
Demisha Mills helps the Pirates win 84-65 on Nov. 11 against Bluefield College.

By Matthew Callahan
The Lady Pirates basketball
team rode to an 84-65 win over
Bluefield on Nov. 11 in the team's
first home game of the season.
The tension between the two
opposing teams was obvious
as they warmed up. As the
seats in the stadium filled, the
competitive spirit between the
home team and the visiting
team continued to swell, with
spectators cheering loudly for
their respective compatriots.
The Lady Pirates started off
strong, earning the first six points
of th e game within the first two
minutes. As the game continued,
Bluefield quickly be gan to catch
up, matching the Lady Pirates
plays toe to toe. By t he end of
the first five minutes of the game,
the home team had a small lead
of 10 points to Bluefield's quickly
obtained nine points.
' By the time the 10minute mark
hit, Bluefield held a small lead
over the Lady Pirates, scoring a
total of 19 points to the Pirates16.
This lead was only keptfor a short
time, as the Lady Pirates brought
themselves up to 27 points to
Bluefield's 25 with five minutes
left in the first half of the game.
% the time the first half was
over, Bluefiel d h eld a very small
lead of 34 points to the Lady
Pirate's 33 points.
The last half of the game
showed a dramatic and positive
turnaround in the Lady Pirate's

favor, with No. 24 Demisha Milk
tying up the score to a temporary
35-35 stalemate. Mills would
follow up this play with a nice
handful of stealing maneuvers
during the rest of the game that
would ultimately earn her the
title of the highest scoring player
in the game.
Expertly timed plays and
intelligently executed
team
cooperation from players such as
No. 2 Morgan Mitchell and No.
23 Mauri Wells kept the Lady
Pirates in synch for the entire
game.
Wells thought that Bluefield
provided
a
challenge
to .
Armstrong's team.
"I think they played tough
tonight," Wells said. "It was a
tough battle throughout the
entire 40 minutes."
By the time that the first half of
the last game was over, the Lady
Pirates, were sitting comfortably
with a lead of 57-48. By the time
the game was over, the score of
84-65 served asa testament to the
Lady Pirates' expert teamwork.
"I think with Bluefield, they're
very quick and athletic," Lady
Pirates coach Matthew Schmidt
said. "They alsohad a lot of game
experience. I knew it would be a
battle."
Schmidt said the Lady Pirates
are just getting started.
"From here we plan to take the
rest of the season one game at a
time," he said. "Our ultimate goal
is to get better."
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Inside the studio with Listen2Three
By Richelle Laughinghouse
In today's music industry
classic rock is becoming
harder to find, but Atlanta
band Listen2Three is trying
to combine classic rock with
a new age sound.
"We are striving for Beatles
songwriting meets Zeppelin
tones and feel, mixed with
Tom Petty American rock,"
said bassist Colin Motlagh.
Born
and
raised
in
Savannah, Listen2Three said
they put a twist on American
rock. The members include
guitarist and lead vocalist
Cameron Brooks, bassist and
backing vocalist Motlagh,
drummer Alex Mason and
recently added keyboardist
Matthew Wesley.
Although
they
haven't
decided on a name for
their second album yet,
Listen2Three is busy recording
with producer Shawn Grove,
Grove, who produced the
band's first album "Play It By
Ear," has also worked with
groups Collective Soul and
Sevendust.
Grove is excited about
Listen2Three's
musical
growth since working on
their first album.
"The tonal quality is very
high with Listen2Three. For
being so young, they really
understand guitar tone, a bass
tone and the sound of drums,"
Grove said. "These guys really
honed in on the sound that
they wanted."
Although the first album
was received well — selling
around 3,000 copies — they
expect the second album to
blow fans away.
Listen2Three keeps the

Left: Listen2Three's new album is due for release sometime in January 2012.
Right: Atlanta band Listen2Three works in the studio with producer Shawn Grove on their upcoming album.

passion their fans love,
but the improved musical
quality and heavier feel is
what distinguishes their new
album.
"This album is more
stripped down and less
produced by dialing up the
tones and tuning the guitars
and getting it to sound as we
would live," Motlagh said.
"This album is definitely in the
louder phase of Listen2Three
— less perfection and more
rock 'n' roll."
The focus on the new album
is to produce the same energy
and passion on the recordings
as they do during live shows.
"It is not a whole lot of
edits mixed together perfectly
because we are live tracking
it," Mason said.
Live-tracking songs means

the band members all play
together in one room during
the recording rather than
addressing each instrument
separately as they did on the
first album.
"It is all about playing
together and feeding off of
each other. It is about looking
over at Alex and seeing his
face turn purple and the veins
popping out of his neck while
he is banging on the drums,
just as he does at a live show,"
Brooks said. "We want to
show qff that there is a certain
something that happens when
the three of us play together,
and that is what we are trying
to capture by recording this
together rather than every
part separately."
Listen2Three's
sound
isn't the only aspect that

has changed since their last
album though. Many changes
in their lives have influenced
their new direction.
In the past two years, the
band moved from Savannah
to Pittsburgh to Atlanta and
gone on two tours while
enduring managerial changes.
"We have matured a lot
since our last album —
musically and personally —
so we are anxious and happy
to show people that through
our second album," Motlagh
said.
Even with a new level of
musical maturity, 12-hour
days in the studio aren't easy.
The bandmates contribute
their endurance to a lot of
coffee, some SweetWater
beer in the evening and their
friendship.

"We can get better at
songwriting, singing and
playing our instruments,
but we never want to lose
that initial love for playing
music with our best friends,"
Motlagh said.
Listen2Three
plans
to
head to the west coast after
the completion of their
second album as part of the
promotion process. They are
excited to start a new chapter
and venture away from the
comforts of their biggest fan
base in the east coast.
"I believe California could
really be a positive turning
point for the band, so we
are excited to see how the
people there respond to
our music," Mason said.
"This album has a sense of
accessibility. We didn't want

to alienate anybody. That is
why we produced a sound for
everybody's taste throughout
the album."
Whichever musical phase
Listen2Three is ip, their
passion and love for music
shines apparent in each song,
partially because they have
figured out how to connect
with their audience.
"We definitely go through
musical phases where it's
winter time, and you are sad,
fat and depressed, and you
write a moopy acoustic love
song; and then in the summer
you are happy and you jam
out and write more rock
songs," Motlagh said. "It's the
seasons of songwriting."

Wired: The sacrifice
Wired is a column by video game enthusiast Kyle Dobson, a senior majoring in
English at Armstrong. He is not, in fact, a wood elf. Rather than review the new
game"Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim,"he wrote a f irst-person narrative of his experience.

By Kyle Dobson

My name is Firlian Roshtael.
Your kind most commonly
refers t o me as a wood elf. My
ancestral kinsmen by birth speak
of themselves as Bosmer, proudly
hailing from the richly wooded
province of Valenwood. But I
assure you, brother, I am acreature
of a darker and more twisted stock.
Remain silent, a nd listen to my
story.
"Sleep well?"
I awaken to the frost-stricken
Skyrim winds beating on withered
and stained wood panels, bending
to and fro as if breathing in and
out with the howls of the night.
My bones ache with soreness and
fatigue, as I notice my face is caked
with mud and dirt. A quick whiff
of the air assures m e this feebly
constructed and dimly lit shack
must be located somewhere near
the city of Morthal.
Again, "Did you sleep well?"
Without any thought, I look
up to meet the shrouded eyes of a
woman perched atop a bookshelf.
She is dangling her leg playfully, as
if she were a cat, stalking her prey
and ready to strike at any moment.
Her leather armor and hood are
pure black, like the endless abyss I
have become increasingly familiar
with, allowing her to blend in
with dancing shadows of the
candlelight, moving as rhythmic
waves throughout the room. I
notice her arm and leg bracers
are tinted crimson red. I instantly
make the connection.
Can it be?
Assuming a defensive stance I
ask "And you are?"
Her cold and indifferent voice
whispers softly "Does it matter?
You are dry, warm, and still
very much alive b e content with
knowing you fair better than old
Grelod."

My mind races, sifting through
deeply bu ried memories, and as
if stru ck by a n arrow truer than
any arrow an exceptionally skilled
archer such as myself has ever
seen, I remember.
I do rememberGrelod the Kind.
Headmistress of the Honorhall
Orphanage in the town of Riften.
I close my eyes to focus my
thoughts, only to see a town crier
standing on the street.
"Citizens of Riften, news of
the hour arrives. Grelod the
Kind, overseer of children at the
orphanage, has been murdered.
Assassinated in cold blood!"
Now the images are rushing i n
faster. My eyes dart forcefully back
and forth behind my still closed
eyelids. There was a sacramentThe
Black Sacrament. A boy named
Aventus Aretino. He Wanted her
dead, and I happily obliged. Once
again, giving in to my racing mind,
I stop at yet
another mental "
'
image. A locked
door. Children
peacefully

running freely. Flowing from the
entry wound between her eyes,
along her face and neck into her
dress, staining it a deep red, and
exiting down her pale legs onto the
floor where if gathers in a pool of
vital fluids. Grelod the Kind has
become Grelod the Dead by my
hands. The old nagging h arpy is
pinned against her office wall, nay,
mounted against the wall, a stuffed
animal that a hunter has killed and
put on display as a trophy. Sweet
Night Mother, what a wondrous
sight indeed.
I vaguely remember thechildren
snickering to each other, "Final ly,
someone has heard our desperate
pleads. Hooray!"
I am forcefully thrown back into
the present by o ne final brightly
flashing image: A letter printed
with a black han d, accompanied
by the words, "We know"
"You see, I am by no means
criticizing,

was
Make your kill, and we're ya oun
§ kill.11That
good Vill
square. Repayment of old hag had it
and
the your debt is but a discreet you managed to
those little
knife thrust away." save
shrill voice
urchins from her

fire.
A
screeching from
another room, "Quiet down
you pesky little rats. It is time for
bed, and if any one of you tries
anything, I will as sure as the sun
rises personally throw you into the
gates of Oblivion."
The tip of my arrow glistens in
the moonlight seeping through the
cracks of the walls. One last breath
from the safety of darkness. Silent
release, followed by a penetrating
thud of steel piercing flesh and
hitting wood. I leave as quietly as
I arrived, but not before stealing a
quick glance at mywork. My arrow
clearly found it's mark Blood is

3 rrr>r,A

Ttiof

tyranny'
Her words ring hollow i n my
freezing ears as I notice three
bound individualson thefar end of
the shack. As if kneeling in prayer,
the prisoners are immobilized
with rope, and their heads are each
covered with black grain bags,
presumably to disorient them.
Very clever.
My female host notices my
fleeting attention and playfully
draws me back by confessing, "Ah,
but there is a slight problem. You
see, that little Aretino boy was
looking for the Dark Brotherhood.
For me and my associates. Grelod

"The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim" was released on Nov. 11.

the Kind was, by all rights, a Dark silence ensues, my heart races with
Brotherhood mark. A kill that you anticipation. The adrenaline takes
a gripping, almost crushing, hold
stole from us."
It is this memorable moment of of my body. With my dragonborn
recognition, which I will forever blood pumping hot and heavy
and always treasure. As I suspect through my veins, my gracious
most deeply, it is a welcoming host's final instructions ring true.
"Make your kill, and we're
memory that will bring me
warmth and strength in the dark square. Repayment of your debt is
and tainted times that yet lay but a discreet knife thrust away?'
before me.
Before I completely give in tomy
"Eyes up here, elf. It is a kill you blood frenzy, I take a momentary
must repay. As you have noticed, I glance at the three honorary guests
collected these 'guests' from a place of the hour. With, a silent nod to
that does not concern the pressing , the chuckling Dark Brotherhood
matter at hand."
assassin, I make my move swiftly
One of them moans, writhing and without pause. In one fluid,
and desperately trying to free
almost divine mo tion, I draw my
herself before my assassin host bow and release three precise
silences h er with a commanding wooden missiles simultaneously,
voice.
ferociously launching them at my
"You see, there is a contract out unsuspecting victims. Wit h three
on one of the m, and that person distinct yet eerie thuds, they keel
cannot leave this ro om alive. But over like sacks of potatoes, one
which one? See if you can find lifeless body after the other.
As my eyes glaze over in an
out. Go on, make your choice.
Make your kill. I will observe and exhilarating ru sh of red, my host
astonishingly remarks, "Well, well,
admire."
As the words leave her lips, and well. Aren't we the over-achie ver?

MCT

It had to be one of them. So why
take chances? I like your style, elf.
When most would, speak, you
listen. You think. You understan d
that the only thing that matters is
you following my orders. To kill.
You have repaid your debt in full.
But why stop here? I say we take
our relationship to the next leveL
Welcome to the family?'
And that, my brother, is my
story. It is a sacrifice th at had to
be made to Sithis arid the Night
Mother alike, and in doing so, I
sealed my fate forever.
My name is Firlian Roshtael.
You would do well to remember
my name, for you will hear it
whispered in hushed voices all
across Skyrim. I am a creature of
the night and comfort bringing
darkness. The Black Sacrament
demands I pursue my targets
with relentless and unwavering
desire. In glory of Sithis, I kill
with no hint of remorse, regret,
and without question. In silence I
serve my eternal family, the Dark
Brotherhood.
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Savannah helps fight against hunger, for brains
By Kasey Stewart
A Spanky's cook walks out
of his River Street workplace
to throw away some garbage
and suddenly finds
himself
surrounded by hungry zombies.
Hastily stepping back inside
he exclaims, "What is this out
here, the Night of the Living
8
Dead?"
Americas Second Harvest of
Coastal Georgia hosted their
fourth annual zombie walk
Nov. 12 to help the fight against
hunger. Participants donated
money or canned goods to
become one of the living dead
for a night.
The walk began in Emmet
Park and shuffled down the
cobblestones of River and West
Bay streets, eventually ending
back at the east end of Emmet
Park.
The pre-walk entertainment,
complete with live bands and
hard-to-miss fire-breathers
and dancers, and the entire
zombification process took
place in Emmet Park.
Volunteer makeup artist
Rachel Tyler dressed up as
a zombie bride and helped
transform attendees into the
living dead. Tyler also shared

him with if it cost and arm and
a leg."
Scott Goodhart brought his
whole zombie family to the
walk along with a big donation.
"I've been a zombie fan for
a long time, and of zombie
movies. I like helping out. Our
church donated a hundred
pounds of canned goods. A
hundred pounds — I had to
help lift it all." he said. "Second
Harvest does a great job."
Another zombie, Gary Smith,
carried half a brain and was
joined by his wife Tammy.
"I've only got half a brain, and
I'm out here trying to get more.
My wife had the intestines, but
I'm the brains of the family," he
said.
Smith also said the doubletap rule — s hooting a zombie
once and, then, once more
Photo by Kasey Stewart through the head to ensure
they're dead — is a very
Musician David Shaffer dressed in full zombie-garb for fourth annual
Second Harvest zombie walk Nov. 12.
important rule to remember in
her own odd zombie-esque it and put it in her trunk with a post-apocalyptic world.
experience with those to whom every intention of dropping it
"You've got be sure. Get them
she applied makeup.
off at the collection center, but down. Keep them down, or they
"There's a charity in Haiti she forgot about it," Tyler said. come right back up," he said.
that collects prosthetic limbs, "Then, she got a flat, and she
David Shaffer, a musician
and my best friend's dad died went into the mechanics and with the band Dead Awakening,
like 15 years ago, and her popped the trunk, and there put a musical spin on zombies
mom had never thrown out his was a trunk full of legs. She said but doesn't think he will ever
prosthetic leg. So she'd taken that's what she was going to pay have to put the double-tap

method to use. '
"Our concept album is about
a zombie apocalypse, but I don't
think it's possible. We have so
many other things to worry
about," Shaffer said. Society is
very fragile. It only takes one
monkey wrench to bring it all
down."
On the other hand, 26-yearold zombie enthusiast Ryan
Zickafoose views a zombie
epidemic as in the realm of
possibility.
"I could see it happening
with the world stretching as
thin as it is. The epidemic could
go unnoticed at first," he said.
"It could potentially happen."
Zickafoose said he heard
about the event through a
friend and couldn't resist
coming out to see hundreds of
zombie fanatics all gathering
together.
"I developed a great love of
zombies and all things zombie,
including zombie walks for
hunger. It is my first, but it is
the first of many to come," he
said.
"As much of a pop-culturekind-of-thing that zombies are,
it's just one other thing to make
coming out and donating to
good causes interesting."

Brain food
Last year's walk had more than
350 zombies and 700 pounds
of canned food items donated.
Six hundred zombies attended
this year's walk, donating 914
pounds of canned food.
The long list of entertainers
included Thee Swank
Bastards (Las Vegas), Dame
Darcy (Savannah), Free
Candy (Savannah), New York
Disco Villains (Columbia,
S.C.), Sapphire Rebellion
(Tallahassee, Fla.) and
Southern Gothic Revival
(Atlanta).
There were fire performances
by Firebelly, Balefire,
Promethium and Riot- Aerial
Silks.

Seniors exhibit 'Quarentine Art Show'
By Tamara Heaton
A gold-painted mannequin
in full military dress, equipped
with a motion sensor light and
a punch bowl stocked with
floating ducks — th is is one of
the sights greeting viewers of
the Senior Art Exhibition.
The exhibit "The Quarantine
Art Show," opened Nov. 7 in the
Fine Art Gallery with work from
Jennifer Raines and Jeannine
Boland.
According to Raines, the
mannequin is the centerpiece
guardian-like figure
of the
gallery.
"The mannequin is derived
from
surrealism.
They
incorporated mannequins in the
exhibitions during the 1920s,"
Raines said. "In this exhibit the
mannequin represents women
in the military as a minority."
The show, which Raines
said has a surrealistic nature,
also incorporates film, digital
photography and acrylic and oil
paintings.
"The aesthetics of our work
complement each other because
of our mutual ties to drawing
from art history movements
such as dada, surrealism,
contemporary or even neo-dada
elements," Boland said. It is

Jennifer Raines and Jeannine Boland, two graduating art majors, go postal.

cohesive and flows together."
One highlight from the
exhibit, "The Tron" — shor t for
"The Tronandonandon" — is
a light-specific, multisensory
installation.
"There are multiple black
lights, ever-changing music
and a nice bench to sit and
relax while taking in the whole
experience," Boland said. "As you
enter, its components will come
on because they are controlled
by motion sensors. There will be
continuous video streaming into

the television outside of "Ihe
Tron' in the 'Waiting Room,'
which is another installation of
the exhibit. This way the casual
pbserver can peer into all that
is occurring inside without
actually having to enter it."
Darby Wiggins, a visiting high
school senior from Columbus,
Ga., said she enjoyed visiting
the gallery.
"The exhibit reflects the artists
that I have studied," Wiggins
said. "It is colorful and exciting
but different. I can see the artists

in their work."
Armstrong art appreciation
and
jewelry/enameling
professor Kevin Hoffman has
had a first-hand look at both
Raines' and Boland's work.
"Jeannine has always been
interested in found objects. I
liked the cuff bracelets she made
from recycled aluminum cans
and the 'Blood Diamond' piece
made with used shell casings is
very interesting and poignant.
"Ihe Tron' definitely took me
back to places I went during the

and goatee to a picture of Mona
Lisa or taking a urinal and
presenting it as art given the
title 'Fountain,' which forced
people to consider things in new
ways," Hoffman said. "Jennifer
and Jeannine are working very
much in the same vein by using
assisted, ready-made found
objects and incorporating them
to make new, challenging and
thought provoking pieces."
Raines plans to pursue a
master's degree in student
affairs administration possibly
at Georgia Southern University.
Her greatest influence at
Armstrong has been art history
prdfessor Deborah Jamieson.
Boland plans to pursue further
Photos courtesy of Jeannine Boland
education to become an art
teacher as well as welding school
'60s. I reallyenjoyed the exhibit." to further her metalsmithing
Hoffman also sees the skills. Currently, her favorite
prevalence of dadaism in some mediums are sculpture /
of the artwork at-the exhibit.
installations, photography and
"The original dadaists were jewelry-making.
challenging the thinking and
The Senior Art Exhibition
logic that gave us the madness is currently on display in the
of the World War I," H offman Fine Arts Gallery and will run
said. "Using ready-made objects through Dec. 2., weekdays
familiar to everyone in new ways 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The catered
challenged their perceptions as reception is Dec. 2 at 5:30 p.m.,
a way of shaking them out of giving attendees an opportunity
the type of thinking that led to to meet the women behind the
the First World War. They did artwork.
things like adding a mustache

'J. Edgar' flawed but engaging
By Todd Perkins
watching
previous
uch as Oliver Stone's
r Gus Van Sant's "Milk,"
Lollywood is willing to
memorable, historical
to insp irational motion
Following the likes of
rles, Howard Hughes,
ash and even Mahatma
f. Edgar Hoover is no
to the silver scr een in
wood's "J. Edgar.
* was known for
tionable methods as
rf the FBI and was a
cross-dressing, closeted
lal. Many speculated
wood would deal with
oversial subject matter
the iconic figure, but
;ver becomes consumed
irticul ar aspect of what
over to become who he
is an absorbing film —
acting how flawed but
ransitions back and
Hoover (Leonardo
the 1960s to his
a younger man full
The story focuses
losest relationships
dominating mother

Annie Hoover (Judi Dench),
his loyal secret ary Helen Gandy
(Naomi Watts) and his assistant
Clyde Tolson (Armie Hammer)
who always joined him for lunch
and dinner, never missing a day.
The film also chronicles m ajor
events like the FBI tracking
down notorious gangsters in
the 1920s, the kidnapping of
Charles Lindbergh's son and the
assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Throughout these events the
story's focus never leaves Hoover,
and DiCaprio conveys all the
insecurity and anxiety within
him.
The acting is good all-around,
particularly the four main
leads. Dench and Watts both
give performances that are
simultaneously effective and
incredibly quiet.
Hammer, hot off of last
year's "The Social Net-work," is
beginning to prove himself as
a credible actor. The chemistry
between DiCaprio and Hammer
is the center of the film, and
it's handled subtlety. Their
relationship is realistic and
touching which isimportant since
it is the dominant factor open for
criticism.
Eastwood allows the film to

drift from scene to scene without
feeling forced. This is also due to
screenwriter Dustin Lance Black,
who previously won an Oscar for
writing "Milk." Black's writing
never becomes overly dramatized,
and it makes everything seem
sensible and rational — aside
from the possible exception of
two key scenes.
Technically, the film is an
absolute spectacle. The c ostumes
and art direction perfectly
represent the different era s while
never seeming overdone or
showy. The makeup for the later
scenes is some of the best I've ever
seen. Old age makeup often looks

fake an d even rubbery, but here
it's flawless, making it a credible
take on a man some consider a
controversial figure.
The most astounding and
ironic thing about "J. Edgar" is
it's such a revealing film a bout a
man who was constantly making
sure his private life was never
exposed. In the end, the film is
good but not great. There was
never a moment I felt excited o r
particularly invested in what was
happening.
This is a decent attempt to look
into the past of such a secretive
person, but it could have taken a
bolder approach.

Silver screen
3.5 out of 5 duplicitous agents

Directed by Clint Eastwood
Starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Armie Hammer and Naomi Watts
Produced by Imagine Entertainment
Rated R for brief strong language
Showing at Carmike Wynnsong 11 and Carmike 10

Keith Bernstein/Warner Bros./MCT
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as controversial FBI director J. Edgar Hoover in th e Clint
Eastwood movie role of "J. Edgar."
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Thrill of'Immortals'
dies fast on screen
By Todd Perkins

The acting is decent enough
that the lines don't come across
I didn't expect much going overly ridiculous or cheesy. Cavill
into "Immortals" other than a is compelling as the hero, and
blatant rip-off of "300," and I Rourke makes an entertaining
was absolutely right. This is a villain. But Luke Evans steals the
CGI-heavy, epic-style movie whole show as the almightyZeus.
with bare-chested men hurtling He brings some weight to the
spears at charging armies in slow film, which it badly needs because
motion — which is exactly what of ov er-the-top action sequences
audiences want.
and a cliched script.
Those looking forward to
Visually, the film is quite
stylized action scenes with blood dazzling. The sets areepic, and the
and sweat thrown at the screen visual effects, which are arguably
are guaranteed to love this movie. the most important aspects of
Unfortunately, anyone who wants films like this, are top notch. Most
story and substance will most of the fights and battle scenes
likely leave the theater a litde between Theseus and the other
disappointed.
characters are cool to watch, but
The story starts with King there isn't anything present not
Hyperion (Mickey Rourke) copied from Zack Snyder films
destroying all religious temples in like "Watchmen," "Sucker Punch,"
search of a magical bow that has and most obvious, "300."
the power to unleash the Titans, a
When Zeus and the other gods
race of immortal beings enslaved get involved, things get more
by the gods. When Hyperion exciting. Poseidon coming down
wipes out a small village, he to earth is particularly riveting.
comes across a young peasant
This is less of a serious film
worker named Theseus (Henry and is meant to be a fun crowdCavill). Theseus vows to take pleaser, and it is on this level
down the evil king with the help that the film works. The story is
of the Oracle Phaedra (Freida predictable. The characters are
Pinto) who has the ability to see one-dimensional, and there isn't
events taking place in the future. a single original idea present in
As Theseus prepares to batde the entire movie. But it's still fun
Hyperion and his armies, the to watch.
gods watch from above, waiting
In the end, this isn't an Oscar
to see the outcome.
contender and is nowhere near
The plot seems to be more in close to being oneof the best films
line with "Clash of the Titans" of the year. However, "Immortals"
than "300," bu t this film takes a is a pleasant and even thrilling at
lot of elements from both. It is times. The flick won't have any
a relatively simple concept but sort of lasting impact, but it will
brisk pacing ensures the audience provide entertainment for anyone
never h^s time to realize how dim with a couple hours to kill.
the entire work reallyis.

Silver screen
2.5 out of 5 stars

Directed by Tarsem Singh
Starring Henry Cavill, Mickey Rourke and John Hurt
Produced by Relativity Media
Rated R for sequences of strong blood violence, and brief sexuality
Showing at Carmike Wynnsong 11, Spotlight Eisenhower Square
6, Carmike 10, Frank Theatres, GTC Pooler Stadium Cinemas 12 and
Royal Cinemas
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to serve the community, as
well as to become aware of
what services they can get
involved with inside the city."
The food collected goes to
America's Second Harvest of
Coastal Georgia, one of the
largest food banks in the city.
"We specifically picked the
Second Harvest food bank
because they've been asking for
help to restock their pantry,"

said
Abby
Longaberger,
outreach and community
coordinator for the BCM
and an active member of the
Wesley ministry. "They're
the food bank that serves the
majority of the community, so
they have the biggest need."
Bright yellow boxes for
drop-off donations are located
in University Hall, Windward
Commons, University Police
Department, Lane Library,

items when they come to
lunch. Donations for anything
we do increase when we make
it a contest between the girls
and boys," Longaberger said
with a laugh.
Food will be collected
until Dec. 2, and deliveries
will take place before and
after
Thanksgiving.
All
nonperishable food items are
welcome for donation.

Save the Date!
. Armstrong SGA mi ll be hosting their 2nd annual
»

Toys for Tots Variety Show!
Savannah Ballroom
December 2nd, 201!
Doors open at 7:30 P.M.
Show starts at 8:00 PM
Organizations mill be perform ing skits!

Gome help us support our campaign to provide toys for
unfortunate children this Christmas!

Gosponsored with Student Advisory Council, Collegiate IOO, & the
Athletic Department.

aimb

College Night
Free Bowling Every Tuesday
9 p.m. to Midnight
Military Nights
Free Bowling Every
Monday & Wednesday
9 p.m. to Midnight

(912) 925-0320

115 Tibet Ave.
Savannah, GA 31406
* Monday Noon - Midnight
* Tuesday 9:00 a.m. - Midnight
* Wednesday Noon - Midnight
* Thursday 9:00 a.m. - Midnight
* Friday Noon - 2:00 a.m.
* Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
* Sunday Noon - Midnight

Sales Position

Friday & Saturday
Xtreme Bowling
10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
$16.50 per person
Sunday Dollarmania
8 p.m. to Midnight
$5 cover / $1 Games / $1 Shoes

SAVANNAH'S PREMIER TEXAS

The Inkwell is accepting
applications for two sales
representatives.

HOLD'EM TOURNAMENT LEAGUE!

DAILY, MONTHLY, AND YEARLY PRIZES
BONUS CHIPS WITH A.A.S.U. STUDENT I.D.
ALWAYS FREE TO PLAY, BEGINNERS WELCOME

No experience is required

V Promotion opportunity Fall 2012
1/ Flexible hours
V We ekly salary plus commission
V Office and desk-sharing perks
V Augment your income while you continue
your education
V Professional sales training
V Learn leadership skills
1/ Learn networking skills
V Add job experience to your resume

Gamble Hall, Solms Hall,
Victor Hall and the BCM
building located between the
Armstrong Center and Fine
Arts Hall. All nonperishable
food items are welcome.
There will also be a friendly
battle of the sexes at the BCM
during their next meeting.
"We're asking people who
attend our Wednesday lunch
to bring in at least one canned
good or other nonperishable

League play begins in December in Southside Savannah's finest bars and restaurants including
The Hide-A-Way, B&D Burgers, and Bogey's near A.A.S.U. Check website for full schedule!

www.RiverStreetPoker.net
jyj facebook.com/riverstreetpoker

: twitter.com/playRSP

1

Candidates should forward their resumes to
ad vert isi ng.inkweS@g ma ti.com. Initial interview and
skill-assesment testing will begin mid-November.
Manditory sales training starts first week of Spring
2012, Personal transportation required.

Classified
Enter to win $135.00 prize package

f

S-biend us an S^acehm k

HIDE-A-WAY
OFFICIAL COLLEGE NIGHT

Consumer study on fashion eye wear
This is a survey of what types
of fashion sunglasses people
prefer in different conditions.
All participants are entered to
win a prize package valued at
over $135.00.
WARNING:
DO
NOT
apply if you have a history
of epilepsy. Check with your

professor to see if you get
extra credit for participating
in this study.
You may either sign up on
SONA at
armstrong.sona-systems.com
or call
912-512-0052 to schedule an
appointment.

Saturday': lady's Night .fFflDTIpmMiPmirp 1:08 fR!
NEXT TO SAVANNAH M ALL ' 13051 ABERCORN ST • 912.925.6737

